We provide a thermodynamically consistent description of energy, charge and spin transfers in a thermoelectric quantum-dot spin valve in the collinear configuration based on nonequilibrium Green's function and full counting statistics. We use the fluctuation theorem symmetry and the concept of entropy production to characterize the efficiency with which thermal gradients can transduce charges or spins against their chemical potentials, arbitrary far from equilibrium. Close to equilibrium, we recover the Onsager reciprocal relations and the connection to linear response notions of performance such as the figure of merit. We also identify regimes where work extraction is more efficient far then close from equilibrium.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heat management and control in nano-scaled spin devices has become increasingly popular after the experimental discovery of spin Seebeck effect (SSE) 1,2 that led to the advent of spin caloritronics 3, 4 . The main motivation behind this field is to utilize waste heat in order to generate charge and spin current efficiently in magnetic nanostructures. The heat management ability of these devices finds novel applications in power converters 5 , thermometers 6, 7 and thermally assisted recording devices [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In order to make the harvesting process from heat as efficient as possible, nanostructured systems with reduced dimension such as quantum point contacts 13, 14 and quantum dots [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] are particularly interesting due to their high figure of merit (FOM) ZT and reduced phonon thermal conductivity 20 in comparison with the bulk structures.
The dimensionless FOM ZT is the most commonly used measure of performance of thermoelectric power generation. It is exclusively defined in terms of linear response coefficients and becomes inadequate far from equilibrium. The spin FOM Z s T was introduced to parameterize a thermally generated spin-current harvester in analogy with the FOM of a spinless system [21] [22] [23] [24] . In nano devices as their size becomes comparable or smaller to the inelastic scattering length, deviations from the (linear response) Wiedeman-Franz law occur 25, 26 and nonlinear transport coefficients cannot be neglected anymore. It thus becomes essential to establish measures of performance in nonlinear thermoelectrics that remain meaningful beyond the linear response FOM. This can be done using concepts from thermodynamics of heat machines such as the efficiency and related quantities (maximum power, maximum efficiency, and minimum dissipation) 16, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
Another effect arising at small scales is that the relative importance of fluctuations increase. "Macroscopic" efficiencies are defined as a ratio between the input and output ensemble averaged fluxes. While they provide proper measures of performance in the nonlinear regime, they are inadequate to characterize the fluctuations in the efficiency of a single device given by the ratio between an input and an output flux that both fluctuate. Full counting statistics (FCS) can be used to characterize current fluctuations [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] as well as efficiency fluctuations [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . The efficiency statistics provides a complete picture of the device performance and have been observed experimentally 56, 58 . The macroscopic efficiency is recovered as the most likely value of the efficiency statistics.
In this work, we provide a complete framework to study the statistics of charge and spin current efficiency for a quantum-dot spin valve (QDSV) in the collinear configuration. The efficiency fluctuations are studied from the perspective of FCS and we use the nonequilibrium Green's function (NEGF) formalism that does not require the week coupling of the system to the reservoirs 59, 60 . This allows us to capture the true quantum nature of efficiency statistics as compared to quantum master equations 52, 61 that are limited to the weak coupling regime. Furthermore, we obtain the scaled cumulant generating function (SCGF) of spin, charge and heat current that obeys the fluctuation theorem and thus allows us to obtain a thermodynamically consistent definition of charge and spin current efficiencies via the entropy production rate (EPR). For both efficiencies, we obtain the large deviation functions (LDF) from the SCGF that allows us to study the efficiency statistics. We numerically show that the device could be made more efficient beyond the linear response limit and analyze the charge and spin current efficiency fluctuations.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, the model Hamiltonian and the SCGF for the particle, spin and heat current will be given in terms of NEGF and the fluctuation symmetry will be checked. Charge and spin current efficiency will be defined and their corresponding FOM will be obtained in the linear response regime in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to the charge and spin current efficiency statistics. Numerical results are shown in Sec. V together with their physical interpretations. We finally summarize our work in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL AND TRANSPORT

A. The model
We consider an insulating layer modeled as a quantum dot sandwiched between two ferromagnetic layers modeled as electrodes. The setup is in the collinear configuration, meaning that the magnetic moment of the left electrode is parallel or anti-parallel to the one of the right electrode. A tunneling magnetoresistance effect ensues because the resistance of the device depends on the relative orientation of the two magnetic moments 62, 63 . We assume that no spin flip occurs across the tunnel junction. The Hamiltonian of the whole system reads
(1)
The Hamiltonian of the left and right electrode, H α (α = L/R), and of the central quantum dot, H C , are given by
where ǫ σ = ǫ + 1 2 σ∆ǫ is the spin-dependent onsite energy with ∆ǫ being the energy difference between the spin-up and spin-down electron energy levels inside the quantum dot. The splitting between the spin-up and spin-down energies can be induced via an external magnetic field or could be intrinsic in magnetic quantum dots. In turn, H T is the tunneling (without spin flip) Hamiltonian between the electrodes and the quantum dot
The electrodes are initially assumed at equilibrium at time t = 0
where N ασ = k c † kασ c kασ is the electron number in electrode α with spin σ and Z is the normalizing partition function. The chemical potential of electrode α in spin direction σ is denoted as µ ασ and its temperature T α . Throughout the paper we set Boltzmann and Planck constant as well as electronic charge to unity: k B = = e = 1. In real materials, there will be an additional contribution to heat transport due to phonons that we have ignored herein and focused on the electronic contributions only.
B. Counting statistics
The statistics of the charge, spin and energy transfers is obtained from the differences in the outcomes between a projective measurement of N Lσ and H L (which commute) at time 0 and at time t. Because we will eventually only focus on steady state properties, measurements at the right electrode do not provide additional information 64 . The generating function (GF) of these transfer probability is given by 39, 45, 47, 48 ,
The dressed evolution operator is given bŷ
where the dressed Hamiltonian readŝ H γ (t) = e σ iγσ NLσ+iγE HLĤ (t)e − σ iγσ NLσ−iγE HL (7) and T C is the time-ordering operator. The counting fields {γ ↑ , γ ↓ , γ E } which "dress" the evolution keep track, respectively, of the number of spin-↑ and spin-↓ electrons as well as the energy entering the left electrode. They depend on the Keldysh contour branch on which they reside and take the value {−λ ↑ /2, −λ ↓ /2, −λ E /2} on the forward branch and {λ ↑ /2, λ ↓ /2, λ E /2} on the backward branch. The scaled cumulant generating function (SCGF) characterizing the large deviations of the steadstate currents can be expressed as
in terms of the dressed inverse Green's functions
The dressed lesser and greater self-energy in spin space is given by,
We note that the four sub-block matrices of G −1 λ are symmetric in spin space. Since the system is collinear, there are no off-diagonal terms to the self-energy in the spin space implying that the spin-up and -down electrons are independent of each other. The undressed Green's functions and self-energies used in Eqs. (9) and (10) can be expressed as,
where Γ ασ is the coupling strength which we assume energy independent (wide-band approximation). Throughout we will suppress the explicit dependence of the frequency ω on the Green's function, fermi distributions, and the self-energies for notational simplicity. Using the above equations we can further simplify Eq. (8) as,
with the short-hand notationf ασ = 1 − f ασ for the Fermi-Dirac distribution in the α-electrode and {λ 0 } = (λ ↑ , λ ↓ , λ E ). The transmission coefficients (explicit ω dependence suppressed) are given by
Using the identity,
we find the fluctuation theorem symmetry of the SCGF
with β α = (k B T α ) −1 . This symmetry implies that the backward joint probability of the transferred spin-up and -down electrons (N σ ) and energy (E) is exponentially disfavored with respect to the forward one with the relation
whereṡ i is entropy production rate. The above relation, known as the steady-state fluctuation theorem, also tells us that the probability of an entropy production increase is exponentially more likely than the probability of entropy production decrease. A generalized version of the above fluctuation theorem in presence of a magnetic field has been derived from the principles of microscopic reversibility in Ref. [65] . The second law of thermodynamics, i.e., in average the entropy production rate is non-negative ṡ i ≡Ṡ i ≥ 0, is a simple consequence of Jensen's inequality applied to the fluctuation theorem [Eq. (16)].
Partially differentiating the SCGF with respect to the counting field, i.e.,
, we obtain the spin-up and -down electronic current as,
and the energy current
The heat current is given by
In our definition above, −I h is the heat current taken from the hot electrode to fuel the device. This definition arises from the first law of thermodynamics, namely, energy conservation for the total system i.e., I E = I h −Ẇ chem with the total rate of chemical work
C. Linear regime
Equilibrium occurs when T R = T L and µ Lσ = µ Rσ . Introducing ∆T = T R − T L and ∆µ σ = µ Lσ − µ Rσ , we can expand the Fermi-Dirac distributions around T = (T L + T R )/2 and µ σ = (µ Lσ + µ Rσ )/2,
This corresponds to the linear regime where the fluxes are proportional to the corresponding thermodynamic forces via the Onsager matrix L with the expression
where
The Onsager coefficients are related to the famous transport coefficients [67] [68] [69] ,
where G σ is the spin-σ conductance, S σ is the spin-σ Seebeck coefficient, and K is the thermal conductance.
Introducing the charge I p and spin I s current
together with the heat current (19), we also find that 
where we introduced the charge and spin biases
and the coefficients
Above we have expressed the coefficients in term of conventional coefficients 2,4,5 : G p and G s are the charge and spin conductance, S is a factor appearing in the charge and spin Seebeck coefficients [see Eqs. (38) and (42)], and P ′ is the polarization of G p S. We note that the Onsager reciprocity relation is satisfied for the two Onsager matrices, Eq. (21) and (27) , due to the fluctuation theorem symmetry (15) 39 .
III. ENERGY TRANSDUCTION
The entropy production rate (EPR),Ṡ i , for a system at steady state between multiple reservoirs is given by the rate of entropy changes in those reservoir. For the QDSV in collinear configuration it is thus given bẏ
where I αh = I αE − µ α↑ I α↑ − µ α↓ I α↓ . The non-negativity of the EPR follows from the fluctuation theorem symmetry, as discussed below Eq. (16).
The EPR can be simplified using conservation laws that dictate the number of independent affinity and current pairs that contribute to EPR 66 . In our model we have 6 affinities {β α µ α↑ , β α µ α↓ , β α } for α = L, R and three conservation laws, namely, particle current conservation I L(p) + I R(p) = 0, spin current conservation I L(s) + I R(s) = 0, and energy current conservation I L(h) + I R(h) = 0, that give us 3 [6 (total affinities) -3 (conservation laws)] independent affinity and current pairs. The EPR can thus be written aṡ
When the QDSV operates as a charge (resp. spin) pump,Ṡ p < 0 (resp.Ṡ s < 0). These processes can occur against their spontaneous direction because the remaining EPR contributions are sufficiently positive to make the total EPR positive. The macroscopic efficiency with which these processes occur is thus given by the ratio between the average output and input flow
where the the charge and spin power are given by
and
is the Carnot efficiency. The upper bound one is a direct consequence of the non-negativity of the EPR. These efficiencies are valid measure of performance arbitrary far from equilibrium and are not restricted to the linear response regime. Next, we obtain explicit expressions for the maximum charge and spin current efficiency in the linear response regime in terms of the FOM for charge Z p T and spin Z s T . In order to obtain the charge FOM Z p T , the spin current of the system should be zero. Using Eq. (27) , the condition I s = 0 can be satisfied if the spin bias ∆µ s = P ′ S∆T − P ∆µ p where P = G s /G p is the polarization of the spin conductance. Inserting the above expression into the charge current equation obtained via the Onsager matrix [Eq. (27)] we obtain,
Thus, we can now define the charge Seebeck coefficient 22 as the ratio of the temperature bias coefficient to the chemical-potential bias coefficient when the charge current is zero, i.e., from Eq. (37) as,
where we should note that
In order to find the maximum charge current efficiency, we look for the zero of the derivative ofη p with respect to the charge current with zero spin current I s = 0, i.e., ∂ Ipηp | Is=0 = 0. Under this condition, we obtain the expression for the charge current,
Substituting the above expression into the definition of charge current efficiency [Eq. (34)], the maximum charge current efficiency (scaled by the Carnot) in the linear response regime reads
Similar to the charge FOM and maximum charge current efficiency derived above we can also obtain the spin FOM and maximum spin current efficiency. In order to obtain these quantities we set the charge current I p = 0 to obtain a condition on the charge bias ∆µ p . The condition then helps to obtain the spin-Seebeck coefficient when plugged into the expression for the spin current I s = 0 as,
Given the spin-Seebeck the spin FOM Z s T emerges naturally as,
which was also earlier proposed (without derivation) in Refs. [21] and [22] . Therefore, we can now easily obtain the maximum spin-current efficiency by setting the derivative ofη s with respect to the charge current to zero under the condition I p = 0, i.e., ∂ Isηs | Ip=0 = 0. This restricts the spin current
, and allows us to obtain the maximum spincurrent efficiency (scaled by the Carnot) as, 70, 71 
The above maximum spin-current efficiency has the same form as the charge-current efficiency with Z p T replaced by Z s T . Thus, even in the spin case an increase in spin FOM Z s T ensures a high efficiency of the device in the linear response regime. We can also see from our expressions Eqs. (41) and (44) that as ZT → ∞ we approach Carnot efficiency. Besides the maximum efficiency, another quantity of interest is the efficiency at maximum output power 33 . In the linear response regime, setting the derivative ∂ ∆µp ẇ p = 0 using Eq. (36) gives us the condition on the charge bias to achieve maximum output power, i.e., ∆µ p = 1 2 (S∆T − P ∆µ s ). Thus, the maximum charge power reads
2 . The corresponding charge current efficiency at maximum charge power is given by,
Similarly, letting the derivative ∂ ∆µs ẇ s = 0 gives us that the maximum output charge power happens at spin bias ∆µ s = 1 2 (P ′ S∆T − P ∆µ p ). Hence, the maximum spin power is ẇ s MP = 1 4 G p (P ′ S∆T − P ∆µ p ) 2 and the corresponding spin current efficiency at maximum spin power is given by,
In this section we defined the spin and charge efficiencies for the QDSV in linear response and far from equilibrium regimes. We explicitly showed that in the linear response regime the spin current efficiency is related to the spin FOM in an analogous way to the traditional methods relating the FOM ZT and maximum thermoelectric efficiency. Moreover, we also found explicit expressions for the efficiencies at maximum power in the linear response regime that could again be expressed in terms of the Onsager coefficients.
IV. EFFICIENCY STATISTICS
In this section, we introduce the charge and spin current efficiency statistics from the perspective of FCS. We begin by making the following counting field substitutions
in Eq. (12) to obtain the SCGF for charge, spin, and heat. Above, λ p , λ s , λ h are the counting fields for charge work w p = tẇ p , spin work w s = tẇ s , and heat q = tq and we set the flow direction from the right to the left reservoir as positive. The charge powerẇ p , spin powerẇ s , and heat currentq are stochastic variables and their mean values are |I p ∆µ p |, |I s ∆µ s | and |I h | that have been introduced in the last section. The SCGF after the substitutions has the form,
From Eq. (15), the fluctuation theorem symmetry relation of SCGF can be expressed as,
Furthermore, the above equality helps bound the macroscopic value of efficiencies (η p(s) = − w p(s) /(η C q + w s(p) ) ≤ 1) defined in Eqs. (34) using the Jensen's inequality that implies −( w p + w s )/(η C q ) ≤ 1. In the probabilistic sense, since the fluctuation theorem relates the forward and backward joint probabilities (even though the backward is exponentially less likely) we expect to observe efficiencies lower and higher (exponentially unlikely) than the most likely ones in the statistics. Since w p , w s , and q are stochastic variables that fluctuate, so are the efficiencies η p = −w p /(η C q + w s ), η s = −w s /(η C q + w p ). Efficiency statistics are not bounded and can be characterized by the rate J(η) at which the probability to observe a given efficiency η decays exponentially during a long measurement time [50] [51] [52] ,
This rate is called the large deviation function (LDF) of efficiency η and can be related to the SCGF in Eq. (48) . Large deviation principle describes the exponentially unlikely deviations of a stochastic variable from its most likely value at which the large deviation function vanishes. We first show how we can get the LDF of charge efficiency J(η p ) by setting the constraints on λ h and λ s . The probability distribution of the charge efficiency in the long time limit is given by
where the joint probability for charge-, spin-work and heat
with the SCGF F (λ p , λ s , λ h ) given by Eq. 48. Thus, the probability distribution and the generating function are related simply by the Laplace transform, i.e.,
In the long time limit, using the Laplace approximation the integral simplifies to,
Then the LDF of charge efficiency η p is obtained through F (λ p , λ s , λ h ) by setting λ h = η p η C λ p , λ s = η p λ p , and minimizing F relative to λ p , namely [50] [51] [52] ,
The minimization procedure requires us to set d λp F (λ p , η p λ p , η p η C λ p ) = 0 and obtain the constraint on λ p that minimizes F (λ p , η p λ p , η p η C λ p ). The LDF for spin current efficiency is obtained in a similar way,
The efficiency at which we obtain the maximum (minimum) of the LDF is the Carnot efficiency η C (macroscopic efficiency), and this universal result follows directly from the fluctuation theorem 50 .
Since we want to get the minimum of F with respect to λ p in Eq. (56), we first numerically obtain the value of λ p ∈ (−β L /η p , +β L /η p ) satisfying the condition d λp F (λ p , η p λ p , η p η C λ p ) = 0, using the bisection method. Then we use the obtained λ p to get the minimum of F in Eq. (56) , and hence the LDF. The spin efficiency LDF in Eq. (57) is obtained in a similar manner.
In the linear response regime, by expanding the SCGF [Eq. (48)] we obtain
with λ = [λ p , λ s , λ h ]. The real symmetric covariance matrix
and current vector x = [ ẇ p , ẇ s , I h ]. The covariance matrix entries can be obtained by relating the equilibrium fluctuations to the linear response coefficients through the Green-Kubo relation 50 . Hence, the entries in terms of the Onsager matrix elements Eq. (27) are given by,
Thus, in terms of the covariance matrix elements the SCGF,
with
From Eq. (56) and Eq. (57) the efficiency statistics in the linear response regime reads
In the linear response limit, the entropy production can be approximated asṠ i = −β(η C I h + ẇ p + ẇ s ) with η C = ∆T /T . Plugging Eqs. (27) , (36), (60), and (62) into Eq. (63), one can directly verify that both efficiency LDFs, J(η p(s) ), take the upper-bound valueṠ i /4 at the Carnot η p(s) = 1. Similar behavior was reported in the traditional thermoelectric devices without spin degree of freedom in the linear response limit 55 .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we test our analytic results numerically for the QDSV model described via Eqs.(1), (2), and (3). We restrict the spin-dependent bias to the left electrode, i.e., µ R↑ = µ R↓ = µ R = 0, such that ∆µ p = (µ L↑ + µ L↓ )/2 and ∆µ s = (µ L↑ − µ L↓ )/2. The linewidth amplitude Γ L↑ = Γ L↓ = Γ 0 , Γ R↑ = Γ 0 (1 + p), and Γ R↓ = Γ 0 (1 − p) with p ∈ [−1, 1] denoting the spin polarization degree of the right ferromagnetic electrode. Throughout we set the charge ∆µ p and spin bias ∆µ s to be positive, i.e., currents flow from left to right, opposite in direction to the temperature bias ∆T . Thus, an output spin or charge power less than zero implies that the engine heats the hot and cold electrodes utilizing the spin or charge work. Such a system can no longer operate as a thermoelectric engine and is termed as a dud engine. The spin Seebeck coefficient could be up to 3.4meV /K in spin-semiconducting graphene nanoribbons 24 , so that several meV charge and spin bias as shown below is experimentally achievable. maximum efficiency and power lie beyond the linear response implying an efficient engine far from equilibrium. Additionally, the linear response always tends to underestimate the power and efficiency. The underestimation of power is due to the positive higher order contributions of the spin and charge currents beyond linear response. This is naturally expected since the model doesn't exhibit any exotic features like negative differential resistance that requires a negative contribution from the higher order terms. The underestimation of efficiency is mainly due to the output power (ẇ p/s ) since the input flow of both spins and particles (Ṡ h +Ṡ s/p = η C I h + ẇ s/p ) does not show a systematic difference between the exact and linear response. Since the maximal power and maximal efficiencies appear at different biases we plot the efficiency at maximum power as seen in Fig. 2 . From a practical standpoint, having maximum power output is the quantity of prime interest since it provides a reasonable measure of how efficient the device is when it is producing maximum power output. The linear response results again underestimate the efficiency at maximum power, implying that the exact theory provides valuable insight into the device performance. The linear response predicts that the thermoelectric and thermospin devices have an optimal working temperature bias beyond which the device degrades due to a substantial increase in heat contribution η C κ∆T [see Eqs. (45) and (46)]. This feature persists far from equilibrium [ Fig. 2(a) and (c) ] for the thermospin device but not for the thermoelectric one that monotonously becomes more efficient with the increase in temperature bias. The un-plotted regions in Figs. 1 [beyond 27meV for ∆µ p in panels (a) and (b), and beyond 5.4meV for ∆µ s in panels (c) and (d)] and 2 [white region in panels (a) and (c)] correspond to the the dud engine regime. Here, the large charge (spin) bias leads to a large power causing the system to be driven by the charge (spin) bias instead of the thermal bias. This causes the electrodes to heat up leading to an unphysical dud engine scenario. The linear response theory [ Fig. 2(b) and (d) ] is unable to predict this breakdown of the engine and moreover estimates wrongly that the efficiency at maximum power for charge (η In Fig. 3(a) and (b) , we plot the charge and spin current efficiency along with the corresponding power versus the spin polarization degree p. We observe that the engine enters the dud regime around polarization p = −1. In this region the transmission coefficient for spin-up electrons T ↑ [Eq. (13) ] is negligible (since Γ R↑ = Γ 0 (1 + p) ≈ 0) and hence only the spin-down current contributes to the charge and spin current. This causes the spin-current to be negative even though the spin bias is positive leading to a negative spin power and hence a negative spin efficiencyη s . This precisely is the condition for the engine to become dud even though the charge efficiencyη p is well defined.
Next we vary the parameter ǫ [ Fig. 3(c) and (d) ] that changes the spin-dependent energy ǫ ↑ ∈ [0.06, 0.1]eV and ǫ ↓ ∈ [0, 0.04]eV of the QDSV such that ǫ ↑ > ǫ ↓ due to a positive energy level splitting ∆ǫ. The spin currents will be chemical potential driven from left to right if µ Lσ > ǫ σ > µ Rσ = 0eV due to the resonant or elastic tunneling of spins. The spin-up chemical potential of the left lead (µ L↑ = 0.012eV ) is such that it is never greater than the spin-up energy ǫ ↑ causing the up-current to be entropy driven from right to left due to the temperature bias T R > T L . On the other hand, the variation in ǫ is such that within the range [0.03, 0.038)eV we have resonant tunneling of down spins from left to right since µ L↓ > ǫ ↓ > µ R↓ . In this range of ǫ since the spin-up and -down currents are opposite in direction the charge current I c = I ↑ + I ↓ decreases in magnitude whereas the spin current I s = I ↑ − I ↓ increases. This obviously causes the spin power to dominate the charge power within this range of ǫ ∈ [0.03, 0.038)eV with the crossover being at ǫ = 0.038eV beyond which charge power dominates. It is important to note here that when spin power dominates the charge power the down-spin power ( ẇ ↓ = −I ↓ ∆µ ↓ ) is negative. Hence, in this regime the machine to convert heat to spin polarized power is a dud engine, whereas the machine to convert heat to spin and charge power works as a thermoelectric engine.
In Fig. 4 , we display the LDF of charge and spin efficiency which are scaled by the system EPRṠ i with the affinity values chosen close to the linear response limit in panels (a) and (b), and far beyond the linear response limit in panels (c) and (d). The efficiencies corresponding to the minimum values of the scaled LDF are the macroscopic ones, which are the most likely values in the statistics. It is most unlikely to achieve Carnot efficiency for either the spin or charge, since the maximum of the scaled LDF occurs always at the Carnot.
Similar to the macroscopic efficiencies wherein the charge efficiencyη p is always larger than the spin efficiencyη s , the statistics shows that a broader range of charge efficiencies are likelier than their spin counterpart. The magnitudes of charge and spin efficiency fluctuation, as seen by the broadening of the scaled LDF, increases with the bias. This is mainly because an increase in bias leads to larger fluctuations in the currents and hence broader scaled LDF as also observed in traditional thermoelectric setups that do not posses the spin degree of freedom [50] [51] [52] 55 . In the linear response limit, both the scaled efficiency LDFs, J(η p(s) )/Ṡ i , take the upper-bound value of 1/4 at the Carnot η p(s) = 1, an analytic result discussed in Sec. IV. However, the exact result of both charge and spin LDFs are always smaller than 1/4. Moreover, since the fluctuations would have a stronger effect far from equilibrium we always find the linear response approximation underestimates the broadening of both the LDFs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, using the nonequilibrium Green's function approach, we obtained the scaled cumulant generating function (SCGF) of the thermoelectric quantum-dot spin valve in the collinear configuration. The Green's function approach allowed us to obtain the currents exactly in the QDSV setup and the SCGF provided a basis to obtain efficiencies and their statistics. In the linear response regime, using the conservation laws 66 we obtained the correct Onsager matrix 2,4 and the reciprocal relations were a result of the underlying fluctuation theorem. We then provided a thermodynamic basis to define charge and spin current efficiencies from the EPR perspective. This not only allowed us to obtain the macroscopic efficienciesη p/s , but also justified our approach for the efficiency statistics via the large deviation function.
In the linear response regime we were further able to extend the thermoelectric notion of FOM to the QDSV setup, wherein we require a spin Z s T and charge Z p T FOM. Interestingly, the maximum efficiencies were linked to the FOMs via the same mathematical form as that in the traditional thermoelectric setup, implying that an infinite spin and charge FOM would help achieve the Carnot efficiency for spin and charge. In this regime, we also obtained the efficiency at maximum power that could be connected to the elements of the Onsager matrix.
Furthermore, we employed numerical techniques to compare between the exact methods and their linear response counterparts. We found that the linear response regime always underestimates the macroscopic efficiencies, average power, and also the efficiencies at maximum power. In regimes outside the linear response it even leads to wrong predictions and could lead to illdefined results like a dud engine being highly efficient. Thus, the device performance can be accurately gauged only by the exact method and moreover the device can be made more efficient only far from equilibrium. Lastly, we looked at the efficiency large deviation functions wherein the macroscopic efficiencies corresponded to the minimum value of the LDFs. The most unlikely efficiency always turned out to be the Carnot efficiency. The scaled efficiency LDFs are bounded by the value 1/4 taken at η p(s) = 1 in the linear response regime.
Overall, the method outlined in this work provides a strong basis to explore a QDSV connected to electrodes with a spin-dependent temperature (see appendix for details) or when the left electrode is not parallel or antiparallel to the right electrode (non-collinear setup). In such a non-collinear setup, the spin current can transfer spin angular momentum and induce a spin transfer torque which could be used to switch the magnetic orientation of the ferromagnetic layers [72] [73] [74] . This phenomenon is a result of spin-flip processes that leads to spin currents with x, y, and z polarizations. Similar to the collinear setup discussed in this work the z polarized current would still be conserved, but the unconserved x and y polarized currents would induce a spin torque. Depending on the polarization, a parallel (τ ) and perpendicular (τ ⊥ ) torque would act on the system-electrode interface in the QDSV. These additional torques are the extra affinities that would cause the Onsager matrix to be a 5×5 matrix. Such a non-collinear system would then form a perfect test bed to explore the fluctuation theorem for a complicated setup and gain insight as to how the Onsager matrix would transform from a 5 × 5 matrix to a 3 × 3 matrix when the angle of polarization between the electrodes is varied. Moreover, our discussion was limited to the electronic contributions to thermospin transport and in order to connect to real devices a promising future avenue would be to tackle the effects of electron-phonon interaction. In the appendix, we generalize the formalism in the main text to the case with both spin-dependent voltage bias and temperature gradient, ∆T s . Spin dependent temperature T ασ in α-electrode is due to spin polarized heat current 75 . Because of the spin-dependent temperature gradient, we shall have two separate counting fields λ E↑ and λ E↓ to count the energy current carried by the spin up and down electrons in the left electrode. Analogously to Eq. (12), we have
One could verify the fluctuation theorem with the symmetry,
From Eq. (64), one can get the spin-σ current I σ and heat current I hσ in the linear regime as following,
with matrix entries
The Onsager coefficients are related to the transport coefficients,
where G σ is the spin-σ conductance, K σ is the spin-σ thermal conductance, and S σ is the spin-σ Seebeck coefficient.
In order to obtain the SCGF for the charge power, spin power, spin-up heat current, and spin-down heat current, we make the following substitutions iλ ↑ → −λ h↑ µ R↑ − λ p ∆µ p − λ s ∆µ s , iλ ↓ → −λ h↓ µ R↓ − λ p ∆µ p + λ s ∆µ s , iλ Eσ → λ hσ ,
that are similar to Eq. (47) . Further assuming β L↑ = β L↓ = β L , so that the spin-dependent temperatures only exist in the hot reservoir, we have the symmetry relation for SCGF,
with ∆β σ = β L − β Rσ . Due to the presence of an additional independent affinity, i.e., spin-dependent temperature gradient, the Onsager matrix becomes a 4 × 4 matrix 6 given by GT P αT P GT αT P αT G h T αT P G h T P GT αT GT P αT αT P G h T P αT G h T (77) The entropy production rate of the system in the steady state is expressed as,
with the spin-σ heat current in the αth electronic reservoir I αhσ = I αEσ − µ ασ I ασ . Having assumed β L↑ = β L↓ = β L and using the particle, spin, spin-up heat, and spin-down heat current conservation laws I L(·) +I R(·) = 0 with (·) = s, p, h ↑, h ↓, we can rewrite the EPR as,
with I hσ = I Eσ − µ Rσ I σ . Spin-up and -down currents without electrode indexes refer to the currents in the left electrode. In order to obtain the above partition of the EPR with the form like Eq. (31) 
where the charge and spin power are given by
with the Carnot efficiency of spin direction σ defined as η Cσ = 1 − T L /T Rσ . Using the procedure outlined in Sec. IV, the charge and spin efficiency LDF could also be obtained from the SCGF, for the case of spin-dependent temperature gradient. 
